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ABSTRACT

Sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events influence the Arctic Oscillation and midlatitude extreme

weather. Previous work showed the Arctic stratosphere to be influenced by the Madden–Julian oscillation

(MJO) and that the SSW frequency increases with an increase of the MJO amplitude, expected in a warmer

climate. It is shown here that the zonal asymmetry in both the background state and forcing plays a dominant

role, leading to either enhancement or suppression of SSW events by MJO-like forcing. When applying a

circumglobal MJO-like forcing in a dry dynamic core model, the MJO-forced waves can change the general

circulation in three ways that affect the total vertical Eliassen–Palm flux in the Arctic stratosphere. First,

weakening the zonal asymmetry of the troposphericmidlatitude jet, and therefore preventing theMJO-forced

waves from propagating past the jet. Second, weakening the jet amplitude, reducing the waves generated in

the midlatitudes, especially stationary waves, and therefore the upward-propagating planetary waves. Third,

reducing the Arctic lower-stratospheric refractory index, which prevents waves from upward propagation.

These effects stabilize the Arctic vortex and lower the SSW frequency. The longitudinal range to which the

MJO-like forcing is limited plays an important role as well, and the strongest SSW frequency increase is seen

when theMJO is located where it is observed in current climate. The SSW suppression effects are active when

theMJO-like forcing is placed at different longitudinal locations. This study suggests that future trends in both

the MJO amplitude and its longitudinal extent are important for predicting the Arctic stratosphere response.

1. Introduction

Major sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events

occur in the Arctic stratosphere during winter at a fre-

quency of about six events per decade. An SSW

features a distorted or completely reversed stratospheric

polar vortex, as well as tens of degrees warming within

several days (Craig et al. 1959; Limpasuvan et al. 2004).

In the month following an SSW event, the Northern

Hemisphere is more likely to be in the negative phase of

the Arctic Oscillation (AO)/northern annular mode

(NAM), and also to experience more extreme weather

(Thompson et al. 2002; Kolstad et al. 2010;Mitchell et al.

2013). Also, the high temperature in the Arctic strato-

sphere associated with SSWsmay prohibit the formation

of polar stratospheric clouds and reduce stratospheric

ozone depletion (Solomon et al. 1986). Some general

circulation model (GCM) studies found an increased

frequency of SSWs in future climate projections

(Schimanke et al. 2013; Bell et al. 2010; Charlton-Perez

et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2017), although these results seem

inconclusive (Butchart et al. 2000; McLandress and

Shepherd 2009; Mitchell et al. 2012). A better under-

standing of the trend of SSW frequency in a future cli-

mate could help predict expected trends in midlatitude

winter weather.

Vertically propagating planetary waves play an im-

portant role in SSW dynamics (Matsuno 1971; Holton

and Mass 1976), and SSW events are observed to be

preceded by various phenomena that could lead to such

waves, including midlatitude blocking systems (Martius

et al. 2009; Bancalá et al. 2012), tropospheric quasi-

stationary waves (Cohen and Jones 2011), and strong
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polar vortex events (Limpasuvan et al. 2004). SSW

events are also observed to be related to tropical vari-

ability, including the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO;

Holton and Tan 1980) and the Madden–Julian oscilla-

tion (MJO; Garfinkel et al. 2014, 2012; Kang and

Tziperman 2017, hereafter KT17). Specifically, KT17

showed that an increase in theMJO amplitude, expected

in a global warming scenario (Arnold et al. 2014) leads

to an increased SSW frequency. In this paper we further

examine theMJO–SSW teleconnection mechanism, and

specifically the role of zonal asymmetry both of the

background state and of the MJO-like forcing, and an-

alyze the mechanisms involved.

The MJO (Madden and Julian 1971; Zhang 2005) was

shown in both reanalysis and simulations to be related to

high-latitude tropospheric variability, including Northern

Hemisphere blocking, stronger upward Eliassen–Palm

(EP) flux in themidlatitudes, the Pacific–NorthAmerican

(PNA)pattern, awarmerArctic surface (Yoo et al. 2012b,

2011, 2012a; Cassou 2008), and also a weakened polar

vortex (Goss et al. 2016). Given that theMJOwas shown,

in both models and observations, to be strengthened

(Slingo et al. 1999; Jones and Carvalho 2006; Lee 1999;

Arnold et al. 2013, 2014; Chang et al. 2015), and to

occupy a larger longitudinal range (Chang et al. 2015) in a

warmer climate, a better understanding of the telecon-

nection between the MJO and the SSW frequency is im-

portant for predicting future SSW frequency trends, and

for predicting changes in midlatitude extreme weather

frequency, stratospheric ozone recovery, and more.

KT17 showed that Rossby wave trains excited by

MJO phases 3–5 propagate northward, then upward, to

the Arctic stratosphere within one month, and as a re-

sult, that stronger MJO forcing can nearly double the

SSW frequency. They noticed a northward wave train

departing from the tropics in MJO phases 3–5, which

corresponds to enhanced convection near Indonesia. In

observations, Garfinkel et al. (2014) found that theMJO

effect on the average polar cap temperature also occurs

preferentially after MJO phases 3 and 7; and Schwartz

and Garfinkel (2017) noted that more than half of SSWs

occur after MJO phase 6/7 (other studies have found

that MJO-related convection in other phases can also

impact the extratropics; Goss and Feldstein 2017). These

results imply that the MJO-forced waves may propagate

only at certain longitudes, which can either be a result of

the different forcing structure associated with different

MJO phases, or because of the interaction with the

background zonal asymmetry. In this work, we demon-

strate the second effect by forcing a model with an ide-

alized wavenumber-1 MJO-like forcing.

Indeed, the zonal asymmetry involved with back-

ground wind convergence associated with the jet exit

regions, located in the east Pacific and Atlantic, was

shown to help the amplification, accumulation, and

propagation of Rossby waves when propagating from

the tropics to higher latitudes (Simmons et al. 1983;

Branstator 1985; Webster and Chang 1988; Naoe et al.

1997; Hoskins and Jin 1991; Bao and Hartmann 2014).

Consistently, previous work also showed that the zonal

asymmetry of the basic flow affects the emanation and

propagation of equatorial waves from the tropics, es-

pecially when nonlinear effects are important (Jin and

Hoskins 1995; Naoe and Matsuda 1998).

In this paper, we perform dry dynamic core experi-

ments forced with a range of MJO amplitudes, using

configurations with and without zonal asymmetry in

the prescribed background state, and varying the lon-

gitudinal extent and location of the MJO forcing, to

study the effect of increasing MJO amplitude and

longitudinal extension. We use a range of MJO-forcing

characteristics that include, but are not limited to,

the realistic parameter range. In particular, we adopt

very strong amplitude forcing to explore the mecha-

nism in a larger parameter regime, as well as circum-

global forcing to isolate the effect of background zonal

asymmetry.

We show that the response of the Arctic stratosphere,

and in particular that of the SSW frequency, critically

depends on the zonal asymmetry of the background state

and the longitudinal extent of the MJO forcing: first, a

zonally symmetric background state does not allow the

MJO signal to propagate to the Arctic stratosphere;

second, a circumglobal forcing, propagating in a realistic

zonally asymmetric background state, increases the

SSW frequency at low MJO amplitudes and suppresses

it at larger amplitudes; third, an MJO forcing restricted

to the observed Indo-Pacific section leads to a warming

of the Arctic stratosphere, and enhances the variability

there, in a very wide range of MJO amplitudes; fourth,

longitudinally restricted MJO forcings at different lo-

cations have significant different effects on the Arctic

stratosphere.

The mechanism leading to the suppression of SSW

variability is shown to be due to several factors that re-

duce the wave activity seen by the Arctic stratosphere,

and thus stabilize it: 1) the reduction in zonal asymmetry

of the tropospheric jets, caused by a nonlinear in-

teraction with the MJO-forced waves, reduces the

poleward propagation of the MJO-forced waves; 2) the

midlatitude jet, weakened through absorption of MJO-

forced waves, generates less upward-propagating waves,

in particular stationary waves, and gives rise to less

total EPz entering the Arctic stratosphere; and 3) the

lower-stratospheric planetary wave refraction index is

modified by the reduction of upward EP flux, further
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preventing the upward propagation, again reducing the

wave activity in the Arctic stratosphere.

The following section presents the structure of the

MJO forcing used as well as the idealized model

configurations used. Section 3 describes the results

for a range of MJO-forcing amplitudes, with and

without zonal asymmetry in the background state and

in the MJO-like forcing, and proposes a mechanism

for the responses seen. We present our conclusions in

section 4.

2. Methods

a. Idealized model configuration

The idealized model experiments used here are

configured following Held and Suarez (1994), based

on the idealized physics component set in the Com-

munity Earth System Model, version 1.2.2 (CESM;

Neale et al. 2010), replacing radiation, convection,

and other physics processes by a restoring term to an

equilibrium temperature Teq with a time scale set to

40 days above 850mb (1mb 5 1 hPa). Surface friction

is represented by strongly restoring U, V, and T in the

bottom three layers toward the equilibrium state with

4-day time scale. The finite-volume core is used, and

the horizontal resolution is 1.8758 in latitude and 2.58
in longitude. We use the bottom 35 pressure–sigma

hybrid layers from the standard Whole Atmosphere

Community Climate Model (WACCM), with the

model top located at 3mb. Of these, 18 layers are in

the stratosphere, which guarantees the vertical reso-

lution is finer than 2 km everywhere and that SSW

events are reasonably simulated (Richter et al. 2014).

The control run SSW frequency is as observed, al-

though this may be a coincidence, given that previous

low-top models struggled to simulate a realistic SSW

frequency (Charlton-Perez et al. 2013). To avoid nu-

merical instability caused by wave reflection at the

model top, the temperature restoring time scale is

gradually reduced from 40 to 30 days over the top four

layers, at pressure levels of 6mb and above. We thus

expect the model response above 6mb to the MJO

forcing to be slightly damped. To study the MJO–SSW

teleconnection in a ‘‘realistic’’ background state, we

use a realistic topography, and add a static forcing to

reproduce the U, V, and T climatology in the January

of a 1 3 CO2 specified chemistry WACCM run, using

the method of Hall (2000). A total of 800 one-step

simulations are started from instantaneous meteoro-

logical states taken from the January states of a

WACCM run. The averaged negative of the time ten-

dency (theU,V, and T at time step 0 minus those at time

step 1) is then used as an extra static forcing of the

prognostic variables. This forcing thus nudges the model

state toward the WACCM January initial conditions.

The use of an average over multiple initial conditions

leads to a nudging toward the January climatology of

WACCM, representing missing physics in the idealized

model, including eddy fluxes, and making sure that the

idealized model climatology is as consistent with the

WACCM January climatology as possible. The zonally

symmetric background state used below is set by re-

moving the topography and using the zonal mean of the

realistic case forcing terms. The zonal-mean climatology

of the realistic and zonally symmetric cases are nearly

identical.

To investigate how the background zonal asymmetry

affects the transmission of MJO-forced waves [section 3b

(2)], we modify the amplitude of the background state

zonal asymmetry by applying a factor of 0%, 20%, 50%,

80%, and 100% to the asymmetric component of the

abovementioned static forcing (the negative time tendency

of U, V, and T). We then run the simulations with no

MJO forcing and with the 2Kday21 circumglobal MJO-

like forcing to isolate the effect of the background zonal

asymmetry. In addition, we also run these experiments

with a flat topography to study the role played by topog-

raphy alone. These experiments are named [S]%1 topo

and [S]%, respectively, as summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Model runs used in this study. All zonally asymmetric experiments were run for 100 years, zonally symmetric experiments

(denoted by 2d in the table) were run for 50 years. When labeled with ‘‘Win,’’ the longitudinal range of the MJO forcing to is restricted to

608E–1808 by default, or as specified otherwise. The [S]% and [S]%1 topo runs only appear in the context of Fig. 6, see section 2 for

further details of model configuration.

Name Description

CTRL Unforced, January climatology

MJO[N] CTRL with added MJO-forcing amplitude of [N] K day21

MJO[N]Win MJO forcing restricted to longitudinal window

2dCTRL Unforced, zonally symmetric January climatology, no topography

2dMJO[N] 2dCTRL with added MJO-forcing amplitude of [N] K day21

[S]%1 topo [S]% of background zonal asymmetry retained, with topography

[S]% As in [S]%1 topo, but with a flat topography
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b. MJO forcing

MJO-like forcing is added to the idealizedmodel as an

external heating source, with a zonal wavenumber-1

structure, and a period of 2p/v5 40 days. The adiabatic

heating structure is given by

H5A exp
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where sy5 58, k is the forcing zonal wavenumber, andA

is the heating amplitude, set in the different experiments

below to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10Kday21. When

specified, this forcing is limited to a longitudinal range

using a tanh-based window function W(l). Note that,

with or without longitudinal restriction, the forcing has

zero net heating everywhere after taking time average.

The experiments are run for 100 years and are summa-

rized in Table 1.

We note that an MJO forcing with over 3Kday21

heating rate is not realistic in the current climate, and

7–10Kday21 forcing, as used in our experiments, may

be too strong even for a very warm past or future cli-

mate. Therefore, these strongly forced experiments

are meant to help us understand the teleconnection

mechanisms in a wide parameter regime, hopefully

providing insights that put our understanding of the

more realistic regime in perspective. In addition, the

MJO forcing itself is used either as a propagating

circumglobal signal with a zonally uniform amplitude,

or being restricted to a zonal window. By applying

(unrealistic) circumglobal MJO forcing to models

with both zonally symmetric and asymmetric back-

grounds, the role of the background zonal asymmetry

on MJO–SSW teleconnection can be isolated from

that of asymmetry in the MJO forcing. The effect of

the zonal asymmetry (restriction to a zonal window)

of the MJO forcing can be diagnosed by comparing

model experiments with realistic background forced

with both circumglobal and longitudinally restricted

MJO forcing. Since the MJO is projected to expand

to a broader longitudinal range in a warmer climate

(Chang et al. 2015), it is important to better under-

stand the effects of the longitudinal location and ex-

tent of MJO forcing.

c. Calculation of refractory index

The refractory index is calculated as follows (Vallis

2006):
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where Qy is the meridional gradient of the zonal-mean,

time-mean potential vorticity, N2 is the Brunt–Väisälä
frequency, H5RT/g, f is the Coriolis parameter, and

b is the meridional derivative of f.

We note that the refractory index in Eq. (2) is the

square of the maximum wavenumber of stationary

waves (v5 0) allowed to propagate, while for transient

waves, the climatological westerly wind speed U in Eq.

(2) should be replaced by U2 cp, where cp is the wave’s

phase speed. For k5 1 waves propagating into the

strong polar vortex (U; 60ms21), the above definition

may be applicable to all waves with frequency much

lower than 2pRe cos(608)/(60m s21); 3:8 day, where Re

is Earth’s radius. Therefore, the definition in Eq. (2) is

applicable to waves with periods longer than 38 days,

within a 10% error, indicating more transmission in a

weaker climatological U, a weaker stratification N2,

and a smaller Uzz and Uyy. For waves with periods be-

tween 3.8 and 38 days, the transmission will still change

in the direction suggested by Eq. (2), but with a larger

error.

d. Diagnosing SSWs

Following Kim et al. (2017), two methods are used to

diagnose SSWs in this work. The first identifies a SSW

event when the zonal-mean zonal wind at 608N, 10mb is

reversed to easterly, and thus captures only major SSW

events. The second identifies an event when the zonal-

mean zonal wind at 608N, 10mb, keeps decelerating at

over 5m s21 day21 for at least 5 days, and therefore

captures both major and minor SSW events. The SSW

events are required to be at least 50 days apart in both

approaches.

3. Results

The objective of this section is to present and un-

derstand the dependence of the SSW frequency on the

MJO-forcing amplitude, and in particular to understand

the role played by zonal asymmetries in both the back-

ground state and the MJO forcing. This dependence is

therefore analyzed for both zonally symmetric and

asymmetric backgrounds, as well as for varying zonal

extents of the MJO-like forcing, from circumglobal

forcing to forcing that is limited to a range of longitudes.
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Our main novel result in this paper is that the telecon-

nection between the MJO and the Arctic stratosphere,

in particular the MJO effect on SSW events, critically

depends on the zonal asymmetry of the background and

on the longitudinal extent and location of the MJO

forcing. We present the main results in section 3a. The

mechanisms involving the role of the zonal asymmetry

in the background state, the way it both affects the wave

propagation and is affected by it, are analyzed in section

3b, while the role of the longitudinal location of the

forcing itself is analyzed in section 3c.

a. Enhancement and suppression of SSW variability
by MJO-like forcing

Figure 1 shows that when the MJO forcing is limited

to a realistic longitude window of 608E–1808 [Eq. (1)],
the SSW frequency increases with the MJO-forcing

amplitude (dashed line), consistent with KT17. How-

ever, when the MJO forcing propagates uniformly

around the globe (circumglobal forcing), the SSW

frequency first increases and then decreases as the

amplitude of this forcing increases (solid line). The two

panels here correspond to the two SSW definitions used

(see section 2 for details), and their similarity indicates

that the results are robust to the details of the SSW

definition.

Figure 2 shows the response of the climatological

zonal-mean temperature T and zonal wind U to three

representative amplitudes of the circumglobal MJO

forcing (i.e., MJO2, MJO5, and MJO10 experiments).

Shading by dots denotes 95% statistical significance

based on the Student’s t test, using the number of years

as a conservative estimate of the number of degree of

freedom. The figure also shows 25-yr time series of the

608N 10-mb zonal-mean zonal wind, as an SSW index,

for these three forcing amplitudes, with SSW events

marked by small triangles along the time axis for both

the CTRL (blue) and the MJO-forced (red) cases.

TheMJO forcing has a very strong effect on theArctic

stratospheric climatology and variability: when forced

by weak or medium-amplitude circumglobal MJO-like

forcing (e.g., MJO2 and MJO5 in Figs. 2a,b), there are

nearly 50% more SSWs than in the control run, and the

Arctic stratosphere climatology warms up by over 3K;

while, when forced by even stronger forcing (e.g.,

MJO10 in Fig. 2c), there are only 3 SSW events in the

shown 25 years, and an Arctic stratospheric cooling of

more than 9K occurs. The shown zonal-mean zonal

wind responds consistently with the thermal wind bal-

ance, weakening in experiment MJO2 and MJO5, and

strengthening in MJO10.

In the experiments with amedium circumglobalMJO-

forcing amplitude (MJO5), SSW events tend to happen

intermittently, with long gaps in between (there is only 1

SSW during years 25–35, while there are 11 during years

36–46), indicating that this case represents the transition

between a regime with a higher frequency and a regime

with a lower frequency of SSWs. As a reminder, the use

of a circumglobal forcing is motivated both by the sug-

gestions that the longitudinal extent of the MJO may

widen in a warmer climate (Chang et al. 2015), and by

the need to understand the role of zonal asymmetry in

the background state alone. The response to MJO-like

forcing that is restricted to a longitudinal window (ex-

periments MJO[N]Win, Table 1) is similar to the re-

sponse to the weakly forced circumglobal experiments

MJO2 and MJO5 (not shown).

The increase in SSW frequency and the polar strato-

spheric warming caused by MJO forcing was explained

by KT17 via a combination of two mechanisms: first, the

MJO-forced planetary waves directly propagate to the

Arctic stratosphere and weaken the climatological polar

FIG. 1. The number of major SSWevents per decade as a function ofMJO amplitude. (a) The SSWs are identified

based on wind reversal to include major SSWs only, and (b) are identified based on wind deceleration to include

both major and minor SSWs (see section 2 for details). MJO forcing is applied around the globe (‘‘circumglobal’’

cases) (solid line). MJO forcing is applied within the observed longitudinal window of 608E–1808 (dashed line).
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night jet; second, there is a strengthening of the clima-

tological stationary waves through a nonlinear in-

teraction of the midlatitude jet with the MJO-forced

transient waves. A teleconnection between the MJO

and the polar cap temperature was noticed by Garfinkel

et al. (2012), who explained it using yet another mech-

anism of a positive interference of MJO-forced waves

and stationary waves in the North Pacific. We next build

on the understanding of the above two mechanisms in

order to explain why, under a stronger circumglobal

MJO forcing (7 and 10Kday21, Fig. 1), the occurrence

of SSWs is suppressed and the polar cap cools.

In the strong circumglobal forcing runs (MJO7,

MJO10), the MJO-forced waves do not affect the zon-

ally averaged polar cap temperature although they do

reach the Arctic stratosphere. This is seen by examining

the zonally averaged response of the polar stratosphere

to MJO forcing. Following Garfinkel et al. (2012), we

show the composite of the averaged polar cap temper-

ature (658–908N, 10mb) as function of the MJO phases

and of the days since each phase, for experimentsMJO2,

MJO5, MJO10, and 2dMJO5 (Fig. 3). Although the

MJO-forcing amplitude is smallest in MJO2 (Fig. 3a),

the corresponding zonally averaged response in the

Arctic stratosphere is the largest! The response to the

MJO forcing in the MJO5 case (Fig. 3b) is similar to

MJO2 although the MJO forcing is more than doubled.

Further increasing the MJO-forcing amplitude (Fig. 3c,

run MJO10), the zonally averaged MJO-composite

temperature anomaly amplitude drops significantly.

Next, we need to understand if the lack of zonally

averaged response of the polar cap to strong circum-

globalMJO forcing is becauseMJO-forced waves do not

propagate there, or because they do not affect the zonal

mean. For this purpose, we diagnose the strength of the

MJO-forced wave signal in the Arctic stratosphere: at

each grid point, we calculate a temperature composite

by MJO day (similarly to the composites based on the

MJO phase, but at a higher temporal resolution), to

calculate an amplitude, and we then take a zonal aver-

age of this amplitude, as shown in Fig. 4.

There are two important lessons from this figure. First,

circumglobal MJO-forced waves do make it to the

FIG. 2. Response to circumglobal MJO-like forcing with varying

amplitudes in a model with a zonally asymmetric background,

showing forcedminus unforcedmodel results: (from top to bottom)

MJO2, MJO5, and MJO10, respectively. For each experiment, the

top-left panel shows the zonally averaged climatological temper-

ature response, the top-right panel shows zonally averaged zonal

 
wind response, and the bottom panel shows a time series of zonally

averaged zonal velocity at 608N, 10mb, for the unforced run (blue)

and forced run (red). Dots denote 5% significance using the Stu-

dent’s t test. The climatological U wind from the unforced simu-

lation is superimposed on the DU panels, with solid contours

corresponding to 20, 40, and 60m s21; dashed contours correspond

to220 and240 m s21; and dotted contours correspond to the zero

of the U wind.
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Arctic stratosphere in the strongly forced case MJO10,

even though this is not expressed in the zonally averaged

response shown in Fig. 3. Second, the amplitude of this

Arctic response does not increase linearly with theMJO

amplitude, but in fact reaches a maximum and then

decreases: going from MJO2 to MJO5 (from MJO5 to

MJO10), the forcing strength is increased by a factor of

2.5 (factor of 2), while the RMS of the MJO-forced

variability in theArctic stratosphere is only enhanced by

50% (reduced by 20%).

b. How background zonal asymmetries affect the
MJO–SSW teleconnection

This subsection proceeds as follows. We first show in

section 3b(1) that the Arctic temperature response to

strong MJO-like forcing is similar to that in the runs

with a zonally averaged background state, because the

zonal asymmetry of the background state is weakened

in the strongly forced runs (e.g., MJO10) through an

interaction between the MJO-forced waves and the

background flow. Section 3b(2) then shows that this

zonal asymmetry in the background state enables the

propagation of MJO-forced waves to the polar cap, and

therefore determines their ability to influence the zon-

ally averaged temperature. Next, section 3b(3) shows

that the weakening of midlatitude jet gives rise to the

weakening of waves generated in the midlatitudes, espe-

cially stationary waves. Finally, in section 3b(4), we show

that the transmission of large-scale upward-propagating

waves (including both MJO-forced waves and waves

generated in the midlatitudes) from the lower subpolar

stratosphere to the upper polar stratosphere decreases,

because of a reduction in the refractory index.

1) RESPONSE TO STRONG CIRCUMGLOBAL

MJO-LIKE FORCING, AND RESPONSE WITH A

ZONALLY SYMMETRIC BACKGROUND

To isolate the role played by the background zonal

asymmetry, we first run idealized experiments with and

without such asymmetry, and force them using a

FIG. 3. Composite of polar cap temperature (658–908N, 10mb) as function of the MJO phase (horizontal axis) and days since each phase

(vertical), following Garfinkel et al. (2012). Results are shown for (a) MJO2, (b) MJO5, (c) MJO10, and (d) 2dMJO5.

FIG. 4. The zonally averaged amplitude of temperature anomalies due to MJO forcing, as function of latitude and pressure (see text for

details): (from left to right) MJO2, MJO5, MJO10, and 2dMJO. Note that the experiment with medium forcing amplitude, 5 K day21,

rather than the strongest-forced one, shows the largest amplitude response in the Arctic stratosphere.
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circumglobal MJO forcing at a range of amplitudes.

Since the response in the zonally symmetric experiments

does not change qualitatively with the MJO amplitude,

we show only 2dMJO5 here as an example. As shown in

Fig. 5, the Arctic climatological temperature cooling

response is quite similar in MJO10 and 2dMJO5, and so

are the tropospheric changes to the zonally averaged

zonal velocities in the Northern Hemisphere, while the

zonal-mean zonal wind response is different in the NH

stratosphere and in the Southern Hemisphere. While no

major SSW events happen in the zonally symmetric

simulations, the number of minor SSW events reduces

from 19 per 50 years in the control case, to none in the

forced case, similar to the MJO10 case (Fig. 2c; minor

events are diagnosed as in Fig. 1b). Also similar to

MJO10, the polar cap temperature rarely varies with

MJO phases in 2dMJO5 (Fig. 3d), and the standard

deviation of temperature composite based onMJO days

(Fig. 4d) is also very small in the Arctic stratosphere.

The reason for this similarity of the Arctic tempera-

ture response in the zonally averaged background case

2dMJO5 and the strongly forced caseMJO10, is that the

background zonal asymmetry in MJO10 is weakened by

the interaction between the MJO forced waves and the

mean flow. This makes the background of the MJO10

experiment more similar to that of 2dMJO5. To see the

change of the background zonal asymmetry, we project

the meteorological fields onto large-scale wavenumber-1

structure here, and we also evaluate the EP flux associ-

ated with the stationary waves in a later subsection. In

the midlatitudes (averaged between 250 and 350mb,

458–558N), adding a strong (10Kday21) MJO forcing

leads to a reduction in the wavenumber-1 amplitude of

T,U, and V, from 1.80 to 1.12K, from 8.43 to 4.21m s21,

and from 1.46 to 1.40m s21, respectively. Consistently,

the stationary wave EP flux also decreases, as discussed

in section 3b(3) as part of the discussion of a second

suppression mechanism.

The vanishing of the zonally averaged response in the

zonally symmetric experiment (2dMJO5, Fig. 3d) is

expected: without zonal asymmetry in either the back-

ground or the MJO-forcing amplitude, all MJO phases

and all longitudes are equivalent. Thus, an MJO-

induced polar stratospheric warming at a given longi-

tude is accompanied by cooling at a longitude that is 1808
away, such that the zonally averaged temperature anomaly

correlated with the MJO vanishes. This longitudinal

cancellationmay explain why the reduction in the zonally

averaged amplitude from MJO5 to MJO10 shown in

Figs. 3b,c is much more significant compared to the ampli-

tude of the waves actually reaching the Arctic (Figs. 4b,c):

the strongly forced waves create a more zonally sym-

metric background, propagate through it, and their zon-

ally symmetric signature on the Arctic cap is accordingly

smaller.

2) EFFECTS OF THE ZONAL BACKGROUND

ASYMMETRY ON THE TRANSMISSION OF

CIRCUMGLOBAL MJO-FORCED WAVES

THROUGH THE MIDLATITUDE JET

To propagate into the midlatitude lower strato-

sphere, the MJO-forced waves need to first propagate

past the tropospheric jet. The zonal asymmetry of the

background state near the jet exit, where2Ux is larger,

may strengthen the transient waves via an energy

transfer from the mean flow via the term (u02 2 y 02)Ux

in the kinetic energy equation (Simmons et al. 1983),

and lead to accumulation of wave activity due to a

convergence of group velocity induced by the conver-

gence of the mean flow (Webster and Chang 1988).

This is consistent with the result in KT17 and Garfinkel

et al. (2012, 2014) that poleward propagation of MJO-

forced waves is only possible during specific MJO

phases (i.e., when the maximum heating rate is at the

right longitudes).

As shown in the last subsection, when removing the

background zonal asymmetries (experiment 2dMJO5),

the amplitude of the MJO-forced waves in the Arctic

stratosphere is very weak (Fig. 4d), indicating they can

reach the Arctic only in the presence of a midlatitude

zonal asymmetry. The MJO-related signal in MJO10

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but showing the response of temperature,

U wind, and SSW time series, in the experiment with zonally

symmetric background, 2dMJO5. Because the unforced control

experiment of this model does not show major SSW events, we

mark minor ones, as defined in Fig. 1. Note that no such minor

events occur in the forced run.
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weakens poleward of 458N, much more than it weakens

in MJO5 (Fig. 4b). This suggests that a weaker trans-

mission of the MJO-forced waves in MJO10 is through

the midlatitude upper troposphere. To quantify this ef-

fect, we define a transmission coefficient g as

g5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið65N
45N

EP
z,MJO

j
100mb

dy/

ð400mb

100mb

EP
y,MJO

j
25N

dp

s
, (3)

where (EPy,MJO, EPz,MJO) are the MJO-associated EP

fluxes, calculated based on u0, y0, and T 0 that are filtered

at a 40-day period. We picked the range of the above

integrals such that they are close to the midlatitude jet

exit region we are interested in, and also reflect the

transmission from the subtropical troposphere to the

Arctic stratosphere. To quantify the strongest jet con-

vergence due toU, we take average of the climatological

zonal wind component between 100 and 300mb, and

pick the maximum zonal convergence, 2Ux, between

358 and 558N, denoting this strongest convergence asCU .

We first check the correlation between the trans-

mission coefficient g and the strongest jet convergence

defined above for the experiments MJO1–MJO10, and

show a scatterplot of g versusCU in the unfilled circles in

Fig. 6. Their correlation is high, 0.81, and is not sensitive

to the integral intervals in Eq. (3) (e.g., changing the

integral latitudinal interval in the nominator to 358–558N
or 458–758N also yields r5 0:8). A similar transmission

enhancement by the background zonal asymmetry was

also noticed by Blackmon et al. (1987) and Ting and

Sardeshmukh (1993) in the context of studying the re-

sponse to tropical perturbations in general, and by Lin

and Brunet (2018), Goss and Feldstein (2015), Bladé
and Hartmann (1995), and O’Brien et al. (1994) in the

context of the MJO.

Then, to validate the effect of the zonal asymmetry on

the transmission of MJO-forced waves, we run a series

of experiments with 2Kday21 circumglobal MJO forc-

ing, but with different degrees of background zonal

asymmetry, where we modify the amplitude of the

asymmetric component of the background-maintaining

forcing, both with and without topography (see section

2). These experiments are represented in Fig. 6 with

filled circles labeled by the experiment names ([S]% and

[S]%1 topo, see Table 1). The transmission of MJO-

forced waves is positively correlated with the maximum

midlatitude jet convergence in these experiments, both

within the group of experiments with topography and

within the experiments with flat topography. This con-

firms that stronger background zonal asymmetry does

improve the transmission.

The specificmeasure ofmidlatitude wind convergence

used here to quantify the zonal asymmetry is motivated

by Simmons et al. (1983), and further research is needed

to understand which specific features of the jet improve

the transmission and what is the corresponding mecha-

nism. Using an alternative measure of the background

zonal asymmetry, based on the stationaryEPz, also leads

to a high correlation coefficient, of 0.92.

Finally, we investigate whether the transmission rate

of MJO-forced waves affects the response in the Arctic

stratosphere, by showing the Arctic stratospheric warm-

ing (forced minus unforced, 20–40mb, 708–908N). In

Fig. 6, the size of the dots denotes the warming/cooling

amplitude, with blue corresponding to cooling and red

corresponding to warming. With a transmission rate

greater than 0.1, the Arctic stratosphere is generally

warmed up, and vice versa. The figure also shows that

experiments with the same transmission rate of the

MJO-forced waves lead to a different responses in the

Arctic stratosphere. This is because 1) the unforced

climatologies are very different in these experiments,

and 2) there are other mechanisms involved in the

MJO–Arctic teleconnection, as described in the fol-

lowing section. As a motivation for examining the effect

on the generation of waves in the midlatitudes in the

FIG. 6. The dependence of the transmission of MJO-forced

waves toward the Arctic stratosphere on the background state,

where the transmission coefficient is defined in Eq. (3), and the

background zonal asymmetry is measured by the strongest jet

convergence along the zonal circle between 358 and 558N, averaged

over 100–300mb (see text for details). Each point corresponds to

a model run and is labeled using the experiment name (Table 1).

Filled dots correspond to the experiments with modified zonal

asymmetry ([S]% and [S]%1 topo), forced by 2Kday21 circum-

global MJO forcing, and unfilled dots correspond to the experi-

ments with full asymmetry, but different (circumglobal) MJO

amplitudes. Note that theMJO2 and 100%1 topo experiments are

equivalent. The size of dots denotes the amplitude of the warming

(red) or cooling (blue) in the Arctic stratosphere between 20 and

30mb, 708 and 908N, compared with the corresponding unforced

simulations.
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next section, note that even if the transmission of MJO

waves is completely blocked by the midlatitude jet, one

would merely expect weaker Arctic warming due to the

MJO-forced waves, but not a cooling as we observe in

some of these experiments.

3) SUPPRESSION OF MIDLATITUDE-GENERATED

WAVES BY THE MJO-LIKE FORCING

We find that a suppression of the midlatitude-

generated waves is one of the mechanisms that leads

to a cooling of the Arctic stratosphere by MJO forcing.

We first consider the temperature budget for the region

758–858N and 10–40mb (calculated as in KT17, not

shown), and the warming (cooling) of the Arctic cap in

response to weak (strong) MJO forcing, and find it to be

driven by an increase (decrease) of the total vertical EP

flux. We further decompose the total EPz between 508
and 908N at 100mb into three components (Fig. 7): 1)

theMJO-related transient waves in red, 2) the stationary

waves in green, and 3) other transient waves, defined as

the transient waves that are not related to the MJO, in

blue. To evaluate the MJO-related transient waves, we

first filtered the dailyU,V, and T to find the signal with a

40-day period (the MJO forcing period), and with zonal

wavenumbers k5 1,2 . These filtered fields are then used

to calculate u0y0 and y0T 0 used in the EP flux formula,

where primes in this case denote deviation from time

mean. The EP fluxes due to stationary waves are cal-

culated using the deviation of the climatological U, V,

andT from their zonal mean. The third component is the

residual EP flux excluding the first two components,

representing transient waves not directly associated with

the MJO forcing. The transmission of MJO-forced

waves was shown in section 3b(2) to decrease as the

zonal asymmetry weakens because of stronger MJO

forcing, although the total transmitted EP flux mono-

tonically increases with theMJO-forcing amplitude. The

stationary wave component and the non-MJO-related

transient wave component change in the opposite di-

rections, with an 83% reduction in the stationary wave

component and a 32% enhancement in the non-MJO-

related transient wave component.

Figure 8 shows the forced minus unforced EP flux

vectors and EP flux divergence, for the three compo-

nents described above, and for experiments MJO10 and

2dMJO5. In MJO10, the MJO-related transient wave

EP flux (top panels) can travel to the Arctic region in

MJO10 and weaken the polar night jet there, while, in

2dMJO5, these waves stop propagating northward be-

fore the midlatitudes. This is consistent with section 3b

(2) where it was shown that the MJO-forced waves can

travel only in the presence of an asymmetry in the

background jets. The total response of the stationary

waves (middle panels) and the non-MJO-related tran-

sient waves (bottom panels) acts to strengthen the jet in

both experiments MJO10 and 2dMJO5.

In MJO10, the stationary EPz in the Arctic strato-

sphere is weakened significantly while the non-MJO-

related transient EPz is somewhat strengthened, as are

the transmitted MJO-related waves. On one hand, the

stationary wave activity weakens, because of the weak-

ened westerly jet that flows over NH topography, as

shown in Fig. 2c [see Fig. 6.1 in Held (1983), for the

resonance jet speed], due to the equatorward eddy

momentum transport associated with the MJO-forced

waves. The top panels of Fig. 8 show that the MJO-

related EP flux forced at the equator is absorbed in the

midlatitudes, decelerating the jets there. We note that

these MJO-forced waves also force a superrotation in

the upper troposphere, for forcing amplitudes larger

than 2Kday21 in the circumglobal experiment, and for

amplitudes larger than 3–4Kday21 in the longitudinally

restricted forcing. The mechanism of the stationary

FIG. 7. The role of different waves in the SSW enhancement and

suppression mechanisms. The response (forced minus unforced

amplitude) of upward EP flux at the Arctic tropopause (508–908N,

100mb) due to waves associated with MJO-forcing (red), station-

ary waves (green), waves excluding MJO-forced signal and the

stationary waves (blue), and all waves (black).
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wave response, involving the effect of transient waves on

the background zonal asymmetry, requires further work

beyond the scope of this study.

On the other hand, the upward EP flux associated with

the non MJO-related transient waves strengthens, em-

anating from 708 to 908E, and the strengthening is con-

sistent with the enhanced Eady growth rate in that

region (not shown). The Eady growth rate likely only

affects synoptic eddies at a time scale of a few days and

zonal wavenumbers around k5 42 6, incapable of prop-

agating into theArctic stratosphere. However, nonlinear

interaction between synoptic-scale waves and the cor-

responding inverse cascade may lead to enhanced

planetary-scale wave activity at k5 1,2 that can propa-

gate to the Arctic stratosphere. We filtered the meteo-

rological fields by a 1–15-day period to calculate the EP

flux associated with transient motions forced by synoptic

eddies, and find it to also be enhanced in the Arctic

stratosphere (not shown, we also note that when filtering

for 1–7 days, there is no EP flux enhancement in the

stratosphere).

In the zonally averaged background experiment

2dMJO5, the stationary wave contribution is, by defi-

nition, zero, with or without MJO forcing, thus the

corresponding panel in Fig. 8 is left blank. In 2dMJO5,

the response of the non-MJO-related transient waves

alone resembles the total response of stationary and

other transient waves in MJO10 (not shown).

Precisely how and why the amplitude of midlatitude

stationary waves changes under MJO forcing requires

further study. We may have ignored some potential links

by treating the stationary component and the non-MJO-

related transient component separately, especially given

the cancellation between them (Figs. 7, 8). We note that

the response of total EP in MJO10 is fairly similar to

2dMJO5, even if there is no stationary wave and corre-

sponding feedbacks in 2dMJO5 at all. In addition, the

constructive interference of the MJO-forced waves with

the climatological stationary waves (Garfinkel et al. 2014,

2012; Schwartz and Garfinkel 2017) may also play a role

in changing the SSW frequency by strengthening EPz

during certain times and weakening EPz during other

times, even if it cannot change the time-averaged EPz.

See also Ineson and Scaife (2009) and Kim et al. (2014)

for a related analysis of constructive/destructive in-

terference of the climatological waves with perturbations

forced by El Niño and by sea ice anomalies.

4) REDIRECTION OF UPWARD-PROPAGATING

WAVES AWAY FROM THE ARCTIC

STRATOSPHERE

Once the MJO-forced waves make it past the jet exit

region into the lower stratosphere at midlatitudes, they

need to continue to the high-latitude upper stratosphere

in order to affect the Arctic cap. Figure 4 shows that

MJO10 has a smaller-amplitudeMJO-related variability

in the high-latitude stratosphere than MJO5, although

its midlatitude tropospheric variability is stronger. This

indicates that upward propagation toward the Arctic

stratosphere is suppressed in MJO10. This propagation

is affected by the decreased refractory index in the

Arctic stratosphere (Fig. 9b). Consistent with the simi-

larity of the Arctic stratospheric cooling response in

2dMJO5 and MJO10 [section 3b(1)], both experiments

show decreasing of refractory index over the Arctic

stratosphere and increasing in the midlatitude strato-

sphere. The reduction of refractory index in the high-

latitude stratosphere is due to the reduced Uzz in

2dMJO5, while in MJO10 it is caused by the combined

effects of decreased Uzz and Uyy and a strengthened U.

However, we note here that the refractory index response

in MJO10 (Fig. 9b) is not as significant as in 2dMJO5

(Fig. 9c), adding some doubt regarding the role played

by this mechanism in the reduction of Arctic strato-

spheric EPz in MJO10.

To see to what extent the refractory index changemay

affect planetary wave transmission, we define another

transmission factor, for upward propagation of MJO-

forced waves from the lower stratosphere at mid-

latitudes, to the upper stratosphere at higher latitudes,

focusing on the region with reduced refractory index in

Fig. 9b. The factor is calculated as the ratio of the MJO-

forced temperature anomaly amplitude (as shown in

Fig. 4) averaged over 7–15mb, 708–908N, to that aver-

aged over 50–70mb, 558–658N. Figure 9a is a scatterplot

of this transmission coefficient versus the Arctic strato-

spheric refractory index [Eq. (2)], in all the forced ex-

perimentswith a realistic zonally asymmetric background.

The figure shows a strong correlation between these two

measures, indicating that the reduction in refractory

index in the Arctic stratosphere explains the reduced

transmission of MJO-forced waves in the strongly

forced cases.

c. Role of the zonal location of the MJO forcing

The above analysis was based on circumglobal MJO-

like forcing, and we now move one more step toward

realism and explore the role of longitudinally re-

stricted MJO-forcing, which in current climate occurs

within 608E–1808. As shown in Fig. 1, this longitudinal

extent does make a difference in the Arctic strato-

spheric response to MJO amplitudes: the SSW fre-

quency monotonically increases with MJO amplitudes

for longitudinally restricted forcing, rather than being

suppressed under strong circumglobal MJO forcing.

We ran three experiments with MJO forcing restricted
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to different longitudinal bands (MJO5Win60–180,

MJO5Win180–300, MJO5Win300–60), and with a re-

alistic asymmetric background, to investigate whether

the location of the MJO forcing matters.

The responses of the zonally averaged climatological

temperature are plotted in Fig. 10.When the forcing is at

608E–1808 (Fig. 10a), where the observed MJO occurs,

the Arctic stratospheric warming is as high as 5K; when

the forcing is at 1808–3008E (Fig. 10b), the warming turns

into a cooling of 3K; and when moving the forcing is at

3008–608E (Fig. 10c), the warming is weakened to less

than 2K. The SSW frequency also changes accordingly,

FIG. 8. The EP flux (arrows) and its divergence (shading), showing the response to MJO forcing (forced minus

unforced climatologies). (top) MJO-related waves, (middle) the stationary waves, and (bottom) non-MJO-related

transient waves (defined in text), and (left) for the strongly forced experiment MJO10 and (right) the experiment

with zonally symmetric background, 2dMJO5. The arrow lengths are proportional to the 1/3 power of the EP flux

vector length, to allow clearly displaying a wide range of EP amplitudes.
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increasing from 3.8 to 7.2 decade21 in the realistic win-

dow of MJO5Win60–180, decreasing to 2.0 decade21 in

MJO5Win180–300 and decreasing to 3.2 decade21 in

MJO5Win300–60. This dominant effect of the longitu-

dinal location of the forcing is consistent with previous

findings that showed the longitudinal location of equa-

torial forcing to affect poleward propagation in idealized

baroclinic (Jin and Hoskins 1995) and barotropic (Naoe

and Matsuda 1998) models.

The three suppression mechanisms in section 3b may

provide some insights into theArctic stratospheric cooling

and the suppression of SSWs in MJO5Win180–300, rep-

resenting MJO forcing just east of the observed window.

We hypothesize that the MJO forcing in this window

changes the jet to be more zonally symmetric and there-

fore reduces the transmission of theMJO-forcedwaves as

well as reduces stationary waves forced at the mid-

latitudes. The detailed analysis of this hypothesis is out-

side the scope of the present paper and will be the subject

of a future work.

4. Conclusions

We analyzed the role of zonal asymmetry in the

teleconnection between the Madden–Julian oscillation

(MJO) and sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events,

for a range of MJO amplitudes and longitudinal con-

figurations, motivated by the strengthening of the MJO

amplitude (e.g., Slingo et al. 1999; Hendon et al. 1999;

Jones and Carvalho 2006; Caballero and Huber 2010;

Oliver and Thompson 2012; Schubert et al. 2013; Arnold

et al. 2013, 2014) and by the wider MJO longitudinal

extension (Chang et al. 2015) predicted in a warmer

climate. We applied idealized MJO-like forcing, either

restricted to a certain longitudinal window (corresponding

to the longitudinal-restrictedMJO in the current climate),

or propagating uniformly around the equator (circum-

global, motivated by the need to examine the role of

zonal asymmetry in the background state alone). The

background state of the dry-core model used, was set

to either a January climatology, or to its zonal average.

These experiments allowed us to analyze the role of the

zonal asymmetry in both the forcing and the background

state.

As theMJO-forcing amplitude is increased, theArctic

stratosphere climatology, and the frequency of SSW

events, respond to the MJO-like forcing depending on

the zonal asymmetry of both the background and the

forcing. When the forcing is limited to the longitude

band along the equator occupied by the observed MJO

and the background state is realistic, the Arctic warms

and the SSW frequency increases with the MJO ampli-

tude. When the forcing is circumglobal, even in the

presence of a realistically zonally asymmetric back-

ground, increasing the MJO amplitude leads first to an

enhancement of the SSW frequency but then to its

suppression. Making the problem even more zonally

symmetric, by removing zonal asymmetry from the

background and using circumglobal forcing, the MJO

forcing can only suppress any SSW variability and lead

to a cooling of the Arctic stratospheric climatology. Fi-

nally, when the background is realistically zonally

asymmetric and the MJO-like forcing is limited to a

longitudewindow, the location of this forcing can still

make a significant difference: theMJO forcing enhances

the SSW frequency and leads to warming of the strato-

sphere only if it is placed in the Indo-Pacific section.

The SSW frequency enhancement mechanism was

shown by Kang and Tziperman (2017) to involve two

effects: first, the direct propagation of the MJO-forced

transient waves, and second, the enhancement of the

climatological stationary waves caused by a nonlinear

FIG. 9. (a) A scatterplot of the transmission rate from the lower stratosphere to themiddle stratosphere in theArctic, as a function of the

Rossby wave refractory index. (b),(c) Response of the Rossby wave refractory index toMJO-like forcing, showing forced minus unforced

fields forMJO10 and 2dMJO5. The refractory index [n2, Eq. (2)], is in units of the number of full wavelength along the zonal circle.Missing

values in refractory index indicate n2 , 0 in either the control or forced experiments.
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wave–mean flow interaction between the MJO-forced

waves and themidlatitude jet.Garfinkel et al. (2014, 2012)

and Schwartz andGarfinkel (2017) also noted an effect of

the MJO on the polar cap temperature, and a redistri-

bution of the SSW events according to MJO phases, al-

though they did not consider the response of the SSW

frequency or the response to a strengthening MJO in a

warming scenario. These authors suggested an alternative

MJO–SSW teleconnection mechanism, involving a con-

structive interference of the MJO-forced waves and the

climatological stationary waves. We showed here that the

MJO-forced waves can propagate past the midlatitude jet

because of its zonal asymmetries, consistent with previous

studies that emphasized the role of the zonal convergence

in the jet-exit region (Simmons et al. 1983; Branstator

1985; Webster and Chang 1988; Naoe et al. 1997; Hoskins

and Jin 1991; Bao and Hartmann 2014).

ThemechanismbywhichMJO-like forcing can suppress

the SSW variability, either when the forcing is circum-

global, or when it is longitudinally restricted to other than

the observed longitudinal band, involves three factors:

d The midlatitude background zonal asymmetry de-

creases with stronger MJO forcing, weakening the

poleward transmission of MJO-forced waves.
d The MJO-forced waves absorbed in the midlatitudes

decelerate the midlatitude jet, weaken the upward

propagating stationary wave generated in the mid-

latitude, although this effect is partially compensated

for by the enhancement of transient waves generated

in the high latitudes, making the Arctic stratosphere

colder and more stable.
d The MJO-driven waves lead to a modification of

the jet speed and shear in the lower stratosphere and

therefore reduces the Arctic refractory index, which

may refract upward-propagating waves away from the

Arctic stratosphere and therefore enhance the cooling

of the Arctic stratosphere.

All three effects reduce the wave activity and therefore

eddy heat flux arriving to the stratospheric Arctic cap,

cool and stabilize the Arctic stratosphere, and reduce

the frequency of SSW events.

It should be noted that the analysis here is based on a

highly idealized model, where the MJO is not explicitly

simulated and moisture feedbacks are ignored, among

other simplifications. While this allows a deeper under-

standing of the results, a verification usingmore complete

GCMs is required. We also note that, because of the rel-

ative lowmodel top being used (3mb), the SSWsimulated

in the idealized model may be not realistic. The strongest

MJO forcing used here is 10Kday21. This value is signifi-

cantly larger than current values of 2–4Kday21, but may be

possible in a 4 3 CO2 (Arnold et al. 2015) or even more

extreme warming scenarios. At a 10Kday21 forcing ampli-

tude, the mean atmospheric state is significantly modified by

the forcing (Fig. 2c). We discussed how these mean state

changes affect the teleconnection mechanism, yet it is useful

to keep inmind that themean state is very different from the

present-day atmosphere in this case, making it likely an un-

realistic scenario, even if useful for understanding purposes.

This work suggests that in order to predict changes in

the MJO–SSW teleconnection in a warmer climate, it is

important to predict, in addition to the MJO amplitude,

also its zonal extent and the asymmetry of the back-

ground midlatitude state. All three factors can affect the

teleconnection and therefore have implications on

downward propagation, including the Arctic Oscilla-

tion, midlatitude blocking systems, and extremeweather

events (e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton 1999; Gerber and

Polvani 2009; Thompson et al. 2002; Cohen et al. 2007;

Kolstad et al. 2010).

FIG. 10. Response of the zonally averaged temperature in a zonally asymmetricmodel to longitudinally restricted

MJO-like forcing when the forcing is applied at (a) 608E–1808, (b) 1808–3008E, and (c) 3008–608E.When the forcing

is applied in the window corresponding to the observed MJO [as in (a)], the warming response is maximal.
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